


Milan is known around the world as the capital of fashion and design. But it’s also a city
brimming with history, attractions and landmarks. In the historic centre, all the must-see
places of interest are within walking distance: the enchanting Duomo, the stunning
Galleria Vittorio Emanuele, the Castello Sforzesco, Santa Maria delle Grazie with
Leonardo's masterpiece The Last Supper. Shopping enthusiasts will be thrilled by the
boutiques of Via Montenapoleone, Via della Spiga, Corso Vittorio Emanuele.

Destination



Location

Rosa Grand is just a short stroll from some of
Milan’s most impressive artistic and architectural
treasures. Located in the heart of the city, it’s just
minutes from the gothic spires of Milan’s famous
Duomo cathedral. Within easy reach is the
exclusive fashion district, the chic boutiques and
prestigious brands of the Galleria Vittorio
Emanuele, as well as the world-famous La Scala
opera house.

Distances

Piazza Fontana, 3 - 20122 Milano - ITALY
T +39 02 88311  F +39 02 8057964
rosa.mi@starhotels.it
rosagrandmilano.com

Railway Station: Milano Centrale 5 km

Milano Cadorna (Malpensa Express) 1,7 km

Airports: Linate 12 km 

Malpensa 50 km

Highway: 10 km 

Fairgrounds: Milano (City) 3,5 km 

Milano (Rho) 10 km 

Underground: MM1 MM2 Duomo 



Rosa Grand hotel captures all the elegance and refined allure of Milan, offering its
guests a level of style and sophistication that truly reflects the Italian capital of fashion.
The tastefully designed interiors create a warm atmosphere in an intimate and private
setting. Elegant decor, accented in gold and pink, reflects quintessential Italian design.
Particular attention has been given to the lighting design, a decorative element as
important as the many artworks, vases of fresh flowers and stylish armchairs.

Style icon in the heart of  
the fashion and design 
capital



Key features

• NEW OPENING

Duomo Luxury Apartments by Rosa Grand

“Your dream house in the heart of Milan”

New full serviced luxury residences, including 

20 exclusive apartments and four spectacular 

penthouses with big private terraces and an

unparalleled view over the spires of the Cathedral. 

The renown 100% Italian elegance of the Starhotels 

style creates a perfect combination, with all the 

comforts and hospitality of a luxury hotel.

• Luxury property within walking distance from all the

major attractions and shopping districts.

• Within the pedestrian area but easily accessible by car, 

private parking with valet service.

• Ultimate Food & Beverage Experience, where private 

cooking classes with our Executive Chef are available.





The hallways at Rosa Grand wind through the hotel like a labyrinth of
luxury. All the rooms and suites, recently renovated and elegantly
furnished, offer a calming oasis away form the vibrant energy of Milan.

Contemporary rooms
Presidential Suite (on request)

6 Rosa Grand Suite

11 Junior Suite

1 Ivory Grand Deluxe

77 Grand Deluxe

15 Deluxe Duomo View

16 Deluxe Duomo

184 Deluxe

36 Superior

Number of rooms: 346





Just as Rosa Grand captures the refined allure of Milan through its taste for beauty
and passion for artistry, so its restaurants and bar offer guests an eclectic experience
and an original style. The restaurants and bar offer a gastronomic dining experience to
satisfy every desire.

Dining



With its central location in the heart of Milan, Rosa Grand hotel also offers
the perfect ambiance for private events, showcases and executive
meetings.

Social Events, 
Executive Boardrooms
& Showcase
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collezione.starhotels.com/en/our-hotels/rosa-
grand-milan/

https://www.starhotelscollezione.com/it/i-nostri-hotel/rosa-grand-milano/

